In this contribution, we aim at presenting a gas-to-power benchmark problem that can be used for the simulation of electricity and gas networks in a time-dependent environment. Based on realistic data from the IEEE database and the GasLib suite, we describe the full set up of the underlying equations and motivate the choice of parameters. The simulation results demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach and also allow for a clear visualization of gas-power conversion.
Introduction
The current transformation of the energy system is driven by at least three trends: decarbonization and defossilization of energy supply, increasing concerns about climate change, and political decisions, e.g. the phase-out of nuclear energy [1] and foreseen phase-out of coal/lignite in Germany. Phase out of all fossile energies is in principle doable as averaged over long time spans renewable sources (wind, solar, etc.) provide sufficient amounts of energy to achieve decarbonization. Yet, renewable generation and demand are not synchronized in time and space and thus energy storage and transport are both of crucial importance. Currently, neither a readily and widely usable storage technology to buffer the quantities of electrical energy required for decarbonization exists, nor is there scientific consensus on which large-scale storage technologies will be available in near-to-mid future. Hence, it comes at no surprise that the coupling of energy domains and sectors is gaining increasing research attention. For example, the economic viability of future power-to-X pathways (where X can be Hydrogen, Methane, or synthetic bio-fuels, for instance) has been investigated in several studies, see e.g. [2] [3] [4] . These investigations are driven by the fact that natural gas can be stored in sufficient quantities in dedicated installations and to a certain extend directly in the gas grid itself. In other words, coupling of electricity and gas networks is currently considered a very promising road towards a high share of renewables.
Historically, however, the critical energy system infrastructure for gas and power grids has been separated in terms of operation and control. Hence, there do not exist established standards for joint operation and control of multi-energy grids. In turn multi-energy systems
Model and algorithm
We model the combined power-and-gas network over a time horizon t ∈ [0, T ] by a graph whose nodes and edges represent certain components of the respective networks. A small example of such a graph is given in Every component contributes variables, parameters and/or model equations, see Section 2.1 for the gas model, and Section 2.4 for the power model. We model the coupling between the power grid and the gas network via gas-powerconversion (i.e. a gas power) plants, which are represented by certain edges of the graph. Starting from a continuous-time formulation we then discretize the time interval [0, T ] to time steps t k = k T N , hence formulating the model equations as an algebraic system of nonlinear equations, which is solved with Newton's method. The following two sections describe the gas and power model, and Section 2.5 describes the coupling of both.
G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Figure 1 : A graph of a combined gas and power network. In the lower part is a small gas network, the bold arrow represents a gas-power-conversion plant, the upper network consists of different power components.
Model of the gas network
For the gas network we use the definitions of gaslib [30] . The following theory is also presented in [10] . In our application, a gas edge is one of the following: a pipeline, a socalled short pipe, a (controlled) valve, a compressor station, or a gas-power-conversion plant, where both valves and compressors act as short pipes in our setting. The nodes represent sources (where gas is injected into the network), sinks (where it is withdrawn) and inner nodes (where no gas is injected or withdrawn).
Pipelines
The gas flow in pipelines is modeled by the isentropic Euler equations
where ρ l is the line density (kg/m) of the gas, qm is its mass flow (kg/s) and p is the pressure function. As is often done we employ the (possibly space-dependent) density and the volumetric flow are instead
where A is the cross section of the pipe and ρ0 is the density at standard conditions. This is relevant for the coupling of pipes with possibly different cross sections, see Section 2.3. The subscript indices indicate the partial derivatives where t ∈ [0, T ] is time, and x ∈ [0, L] is the position along the pipe of length L; S is a friction term given by
The friction factor λ(q) is defined by the Prandtl-Colebrook formula
(4) 
roughness of the pipes k = 8 × 10 −6 m and the dynamic viscosity η = 10 −5 kg/(m s) and the pipe diameter dpipe.
We use the isothermal pressure function with compressibility factor
The pressure function can be inverted, yielding
where cvac is the limit of the speed of sound in the vacuum limit (that is, for ρ → 0) and z(p) is the compressibility factor. These parameters are given by
The numerical values for parameters ρ0, p0, z0, T0, T, α are listed in Table 1 . According to Table 1 we have that α < 0. We define β = −α and obtain for the pressure function (6).
Let us check whether this pressure function is valid for the well-posedness of the isentropic Euler equations. Note that, according to Proposition C in [10] , validity of a pressure function is unchanged by adding or multiplying a positive constant. Therefore (9) is valid if the innermost bracket ρ + 1
As PDEs, the model equations (1) for the pipelines are infinite-dimensional. To use them in our algorithm we need to choose a discretization in both time and space. To this end we employ the implicit box scheme [31] , which is of the form
where ∆t = T N is the time step-size, ∆x = L M the space step-size, and
are the states at the last time step and the current time step, respectively. Variables with superscript (·) * are the unknowns to be computed. In the box scheme (10), the flux term F , and the source term G are given by 
Other edges
All other edges -apart from the gas-power-conversion plants -act like a short pipe in our setting. A short pipe has no physical properties and exactly two states, corresponding to the beginning and the end of it respectively. Their model equations set these states to be equal. That is, for a short pipe with incoming state (ρin, qin) and outgoing state (ρout, qout) there holds ρin = ρout and qin = qout. Short pipes can be used to separate boundary conditions from coupling conditions on the computational level by inserting the artificial short pipe in between a node with multiple attached pipes and a source/sink node.
Nodes
The nodes of the gas network comprise the algebraic equations coupling the states of the corresponding edges. In addition, the source nodes and the sink nodes entail the boundary conditions describing inflow and outflow, respectively. We use two kinds of boundary conditions, which share the same structure: On the one hand, we enforce equality of the pressure at a node. On the other hand, we demand Bernoulli invariant coupling conditions to be satisfied as introduced in [32] . These coupling conditions yield entropy reduction at the nodes. Specifically, at a node with l ∈ N attached edges, the coupling conditions are of the form
The pressure coupling condition reads
while the Bernoulli coupling condition is
Note that we use the space-dependent density, not the line density. 2 Because ρ → p(ρ) is one-to-one (15) can be written as
Note that v = ρ 0 q ρA is simply the flow velocity of the gas. If we were to omit the first part of H b , this would be equivalent to the usual condition of pressure equality. The integral in (16) can be solved when ρ(p) is inserted from (7). This yields
We remark that in our simulation results below, the velocity part of H b is almost irrelevant and the coupling constant behaves almost like Hp. This seems plausible in case the velocity is much smaller than the speed of sound, which is true for realistic pipeline settings.
Remark 1 (Implementing Bernoulli coupling conditions) Although H b represents the better physical model, it brings about implementation issues: At a node where in addition to pipelines a short pipe or any other connection type (like a compressor or a valve) is attached, the term H b cannot be easily evaluated, as this requires to know the pipe cross section;
Bus l Figure 2 : Components at bus i ∈ N , and its connection to the remaining grid [36] . a quantity often not available for these components. A workaround is to set the pressure for short pipes arbitrarily, and only set the Bernoulli invariants for all edges that have a known cross section area.
Model of the power grid
We study a connected electrical grid under steady state conditions in terms of its single-phase equivalent; as is commonly done, we model electrical lines by algebraic relations derived from the so-called Π-line equivalent [12, 14, [33] [34] [35] . These standard assumptions simplify the mathematical model of the electrical grid tremendously: instead of partial differential equations for three-phase systems it suffices to study a system of nonlinear algebraic equations, the so-called power flow equations [12, 33] .
We represent the electrical grid by the triple (N , L, Y ): N = {1, . . . , n bus } is the nonempty set of buses, L = {1, . . . , n line } is the non-empty set of lines, and Y = G + iB ∈ C n bus ×n bus is the so-called bus-admittance matrix that contains both topological and physical information-such as shunts and line impedances-about the grid [33] . 3 Each bus i ∈ N is characterized by its voltage phasor Vi exp(iϕi), and its net apparent power Pi + iQi, with i being the imaginary unit. We call Vi voltage magnitude, ϕi voltage angle, Pi active power, and Qi reactive power at bus i, respectively. The power flow equations-here given in polar form-relate the bus voltages to the powers according to
for all buses i ∈ N . The PF equations (18) constitute 2n bus nonlinear and non-convex equations in 4n bus variables. The remaining 2n bus degrees of freedoms are fixed by introducing so-called bus specifications, which are listed in Table 2 . A PQ represents a load, a PV represents a generator, and the slack bus is a specific generation node that provides an angle reference. The angle reference is needed to overcome the rotational degeneracy of the PF equations (18) .
A power flow study is to solve the nonlinear system of 4n bus equations built from the 2n bus PF equations (18) together with the 2n bus bus specifications from Table 2 . We concisely write 
where x contains the voltage magnitude, the voltage angle, the active power, and the reactive power of every bus i ∈ N . These are the model equations provided by the power network.
Arguably, there exists a plethora of methods to solve the system (19) , the Newton method, which is also used by us, being perhaps the most prevalent one [12, 33, 34 ].
Gas-Power-Conversion
Having covered the modeling of both the gas and the electrical side, how are they connected? Each gas-power-conversion plant is modeled as an edge between the gas network nodes and the power grid nodes listed in Table 4 . These operate in two modes, namely Gas-to-Power (GtP), that is as a gas power plant and Power-to-Gas (PtG), where surplus electric power is converted to natural gas, e.g. by electrolysis and methanisation. The simplified model equations have the same form in both cases, namely
where P is the power demand (positive) or supply (negative) of the connected power node, q is the outflow of the sink, and E mode a conversion factor of PtG and GtP conversion, respectively. This piece-wise linear model serves as an approximation of the heat rate of a power plant, respectively the efficiency of a PtG-plant. To overcome the non-differentiability of (20) at P = 0, we employ an interpolating function S
with properties
• S is a polynomial of degree 4 in x,
• S(0, a, b, ) = 0,
• S( , a, b, ) = a · ,
• S(− , a, b, ) = b · (− ),
which makes P → q(P ) ∈ C 1 (R) and q(0) = 0, so that no gas is taken from or injected into the gas network if electrical power is neither drawn nor supplied.
3 Network data
Gas network
We use the gaslib-134 model [30] with inactive compressor and inactive valve. This is a network with 90 sink nodes, 3 source nodes and 86 inner nodes. As connections, there are 86 pipes, 45 short pipes, one compressor and one valve. The pipes have a total length of approximately 1500km. As valve and compressor are inactive, they just let gas flow through them. We let them act like short pipes with the following exception. Although gaslib-134 doesn't provide one we attach a cross section to these components so they can partake in the Bernoulli coupling (15) . The compressor begins at the end of a single pipe and the valve ends at a single pipe. Therefore we endow them with the cross section of their respective attached pipes. We do so in order to have the coupling reach through the entire network.
Otherwise, there would be three distinct parts, one before the compressor, one after the valve and one in between, that are not coupled through the Bernoulli coupling. The inflow of gas into the three source nodes and outflow at (non-gas plant) sink nodes of the network is chosen constant. A list of both can be found in
Power network
For the power model we adapt the IEEE 300-bus test case that is part of the Matpower software [37] . Originally, this system has a total of n bus = 300 buses (1 slack bus, 68 PV buses, 231 PQ buses), and n line = 411 lines. We modify the grid such that the original slack bus is now a PV bus, and the nodes listed in Table 4 are all slack buses. These are linked to sinks of the gas network. At these buses, gas and electricity can be converted into each other here. The IDs of the connected sinks in the gas network are given in the table. Therefore we have a total of 10 slack buses, 59 PV buses and 231 PQ buses. The nominal total active power generation of the grid is about 24, 000 MW. For the slack buses and the PV buses, we use the bus specifications from the original case file. For PQ buses we use time-dependent bus specifications given by P (t) = P300 0.9 + 0.4 sin 2πt 24h ,
where P300 and Q300 are the active and reactive power demand from the original case file.
Parameters of Gas-Power conversion
We need to specify values for the conversion factors EGtP and EPtG in (20) .For the operation as a gas power plant we choose an efficiency of ηGtP = 0.4 with respect to the lower heating value of the gas. This is a realistic value, given that there are gas power plants with efficiencies of up to 60 % [38]. The lower heating value L of natural gas is usually in the range of 36MJ/kg ≤ L ≤ 50MJ/kg, depending on the gas composition [39] . We choose L = 40MJ/kg. The parameter EGtP is then obtained from
For PtG conversion we choose an efficiency of ηPtG = 0.8, this time with respect to the upper heating value according to [40] . The upper heating value U of natural gas is given by U = 1.11L. Therefore we obtain
8 
Comparison of coupling conditions
During implementation of the Bernoulli coupling constraint it became clear that the choice of coupling condition H b over Hp introduced almost no difference.To quantify the difference we simulate once (simulation "p") with the pressure coupling constant Hp, and once (simulation "b") with the Bernoulli coupling constant H b . We compare the values of the pressures and the volumetric flows on the whole gas network at every timestep. Let pp(t, x) be the pressure obtained from simulation "p" at time t and at some position in the network (x ranges over all pipes and all pipe lengths).Further, let p b (t, x) be the analogue for simulation "b" and let qp(t, x) and q b (t, x) the corresponding values for the volumetric flow. Table 5 shows our findings with regard to the different coupling constants. For the relative differences in the flow we used different cut-off values, because although the relative error grows when approaching q = 0, the absolute values are very small and hence probably of little significance.In contrast to [32] we find little difference for the two coupling conditions. The key difference is the absence of a friction term in [32] , which allows errors to accumulate. In our case artificial energy produced at the nodes is consumed by friction and cannot cause much error. In light of the small size of the error introduced by using the physically unsound pressure coupling constant practitioners should trade-off carefully the need for more accuracy against the practical hurdles mentioned in 1.
Gas-power-conversion
We now present the results of Gas-to-Power conversion and Power-to-Gas conversion. Over a day all of the plants go through a cycle of high power demand during which gas is consumed to power a generator. During the second half of the day much less power is needed and so the Gas-to-Power mode is used to convert power back to gas. All the data of pressure and flow in the conversion plants is found in Table 6 and Table 7 on pages 17 and 18. The total volume of gas consumed by the power plants is obtained by integrating the outflow over time: using the trapezoidal rule, in our case it is 2.3098 × 10 7 m 3 , the total volume of gas generated is 2.0522 × 10 6 m 3 . Figure 3 shows the pressure evolution at the conversion nodes. It shows that the gas network cannot provide the peak power demand indefinitely as the pressure drops considerably during power generation (in the first 12 hours). But it is suitable to counter balance high and low power demand over the course of a day as it recuperates during low power demand when gas is injected into the pipeline network by power-to-gas operation. Figure 4 shows the amount of gas consumed (q > 0) by power generation and generated (q < 0) by power-to-gas operation. Note the kink at q = 0 which is due to the difference in efficiencies of the two processes.
Conclusion
We have presented a model for a combined gas and power network and simulated the operation of it over a time horizon of 24 hours. We evaluated the impact of two different coupling conditions, namely pressure coupling and Bernoulli coupling, and found them to be negligible for practical purposes of pipeline simulation. In addition our simulation results showed the given gas network to be able to provide enough power to counter balance power demand peaks and our tools provide visualization and quantification of gas consumed and produced. Our data can be used to benchmark similar tools. The data can be found under https://bitbucket.org/efokken/gas-power-benchmark/src/master/.
Future work includes the solution of corresponding optimal control problems and the inclusion of stochastic effects. Table 7 : Flow values at the gas-power conversion plants (time in hours, in m 3 /s). Positive flow means gas is converted to power, negative flow means gas is generated with power. 
